FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The problem considered in this paper consist in finding a system of n functions u(x,y) = [u 1 (x,y), a 2 (x,y),... ,u n which satisfies almost everywhere inside the domain G bounded by the contour P the equations 4u k + ak(x,y)u£ + (x,y) u^ + ck (x,y)u k =>
(1)
= fk(x,y,U ,U I ...«u ,ux,ux,...,ux,uy,uy,...,uy) k=1,2,...,n and in every point t e T satisfies the boundary conditions with the inclined derivate of the form du (. , 2 . du' du* du"'' du kt1 du" du 1 -186 - 
where
We introduce the functions
where i^z) = P^ + iq^ i-3 a holomorphic function in the circle | z | < 1 determined by the Schwarz integral r .-188 -
and m, _ mean the partial indices of the problem,defined by the 1k formula m k -2ji
A r aT & ^--jCt) (k = 1,2,...,n). In virtue of (11) the equation (9) and the condition (10) will take the form
,"kr "1 ,,n 11 "1,1
where 
, ,y., Jdx-jdy., 
and X^,X^,X^J. are the solutions of integral equations
and -i In order to solve the system (17) consider another auxiliary system
ko1,2,..,n Jo with the unknown functions w# t&k»vk,sk.
We can solve this system using the J. -193 -
Proof.
We shall find the condition sufficient for every transformed point ^[^»^»^»sj will belong to the same set E. We shall prove, that the functions w^.u^, -v^, sk defined by the transformation (29) satisfy the Hfilder condition with the exponent r . The integral pif cp^ satisfies the H61der condition with the exponent t , if the function q>k possesses this propert
According to the assumption V we have 
where L (f) = max L_(f.)
M^ is a positive constant depending on p,and D 1 =max(M^M^i M^ and M^ mean the integrals
In virtue of the results of I.N.Vekua [4] p.54 the functions I 2 and satisfy the Holder condition in a form
where Mg is a positive constant depending on p. Therefore
where M p = max (M^, Mg)». By analogical considerations we obtain for the integral Pgu| = I(z) a value defined by the formula (18)
where L_(c) = max L_ (c,,) in G+r. (35), (36) we can state that the transformed set E' is the subset of the set E, if and at^ mean the Hôlder coefficients for the functions -x-i k -1 e ,...,e ; P and P are positive constants depending on the region G.
The choice of the constants R 0 , ae o , x t , af 2 is arbitrary, therefore we can always choose them in such a way,that the inequalities (38) and (28) are satisfied provided the inequality
holds. Therefore set E ' is a subset of the set E, if the condition (38) is fulfilled. -199 -
